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Abstract

In this paper, we present the dynamic Hungarian algorithm, applicable to optimally
solving the assignment problem in situations with changing edge costs or weights. This
problem is relevant, for example, in a transportation domain where the unexpected clos-
ing of a road translates to changed transportation costs. When such cost changes occur
after an initial assignment has been made, the new problem, like the original problem,
may be solved from scratch using the well-known Hungarian algorithm. However, the
dynamic version of the algorithm which we present solves the new problem more ef-
ficiently by repairing the initial solution obtained before the cost changes. We present
proofs of the correctness and efficiency of our algorithm and present simulation results
illustrating its efficiency.
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1 Introduction

The assignment problem, also known as the maximum weighted bipartite matching
problem, is a widely-studied problem applicable to many domains [2]. It can be stated
as follows: given a set of workers, a set of jobs, and a set of ratings indicating how well
each worker can perform each job, determine the best possible assignment of workers
to jobs, such that the total rating is maximized [5]. More generally, given a bipartite
graph made up of two partitionsV andU , and a set of weighted edgesE between
the two partitions, the problem requires the selection of a subset of the edges with a
maximum sum of weights such that each nodevi 2 V or ui 2 U is connected to
at most one edge [6]. The problem may also be phrased as a minimization problem
by considering, instead of edge weightswij , a set of non-negative edge costs,cij =
W ¡ wij , whereW is at least as large as the maximum of all the edge weights. Unless
otherwise stated, this paper considers the minimization formulation of the problem.

The classical solution to the assignment problem is given by the Hungarian or
Kuhn-Munkres algorithm, originally proposed by H. W. Kuhn in 1955 [3] and refined
by J. Munkres in 1957 [5]. The Hungarian algorithm solves the assignment problem in
O(n3) time, wheren is the size of one partition of the bipartite graph. This and other
existing algorithms for solving the assignment problem assume the a priori existence
of a matrix of edge weights,wij , or costs,cij , and the problem is solved with respect
to these values. In the many domains, however, things are dynamic and, given an opti-
mal solution to an assignment problem, the problem itself may change before or during
the execution of the computed solution: edge weights may change, new nodes may be
added to the graph, or nodes may be deleted. For example, consider a problem in which
the nodes in the graph represent workers and jobs to be performed by these workers,
and the edges represent transportation costs between the worker locations and job loca-
tions. In this domain, a given road may be unexpectedly closed, significantly increasing
the costs of reaching some jobs by some workers. While the optimal solution for the
new problem could be obtained by solving it from scratch using the Hungarian algo-
rithm, a significant computational overhead will result, especially in large problems,
if such changes to the edge weights occur frequently. This paper presents a dynamic
version of the Hungarian algorithm which, given an initial optimal solution to an as-
signment problem, efficiently repairs the assignment when some of the edge weights
change. A generalization of Toroslu andÜçoluk’s incremental assignment algorithm
[8], the new algorithm is provably correct and optimal, with a computational complex-
ity of O(kn2), wherek is a measure of the number of cost changes. As shown in the
results section, the presented algorithm can solve the modified problem orders of mag-
nitude more efficiently by repairing the old solution than can be done by solving the
problem from scratch using the original Hungarian algorithm.
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2 Background

2.1 Terminology and Notation

With a few exceptions, this paper employs the terminology and mathematical notation
of Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [6]. The Hungarian algorithm assumes the existence of
a bipartite graph,G = fV; U; Eg as illustrated in Figure 1(a), whereV andU are the
sets of nodes in each partition of the graph, andE is the set of edges. The edge weights
may be stored in a matrix as shown in Fig. 1(b). Missing edges are assumed to have
zero weight. The minimization form of the problem assumes a matrix of edge costs,
cij = W ¡ wij whereW ‚ max(wij). Missing edges may be given a large cost
(‚ W ), as illustrated in Figure 1(c).
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Figure 1: (a)A bipartite graph, (b) A matrix of edge weights, (c) An alternative repre-
sentation showing edge costs

Each node in the graph may bematched(assigned) or unmatched(unassigned).
Unmatched nodes are also calledexposed. Edges likewise may be matched or un-
matched. An edge(vi; uj) is matched ifvi is matched touj and unmatched otherwise.
For clarity, we designate matched edges with solid lines and unmatched edges with
dotted lines, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Ifvi is matched touj , we calluj themateof vi,
and vice-versa. Analternating pathis a path through the graph such that each matched
edge is followed by an unmatched edge and vice-versa. In Fig. 2(a),(v5; u2; v1; u1; v3)
is an example of an alternating path. An augmenting path, such as(v5; u2; v1; u3) in
Fig. 2(a), is an alternating path that begins and ends with an exposed node. All alter-
nating paths originating from a given unmatched node form aHungarian tree. Search-
ing for an augmenting path in a graph involves exploring these alternating paths in a
breadth-first manner, and the process can be calledgrowinga Hungarian tree. Figure
2(b) illustrates the process of growing a Hungarian tree rooted at nodev5, based on the
graph in Figure 2(a).
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Figure 2: (a) A bipartite graph showing matched and unmatched edges, (b) A Hungar-
ian tree rooted atv5, (c) The bipartite graph from (a), with matched and unmatched
edges flipped along the augmenting path (v5, u2, v1, u3)

2.2 Hungarian Algorithm

A high-level outline of the Hungarian or Kuhn-Munkres algorithm ([3], [5]) for the
assignment problem is shown in Fig. 3. The algorithm assigns dual variablesfii to each
nodevi and dual variablesflj to each nodevj . It exploits the fact that the dual of the
minimization version of the assignment problem is feasible whenfii+flj • cij [6]. The
Hungarian algorithm maintains feasible values for all thefii andflj from initialization
through termination. An edge in the bipartite graph is calledadmissiblewhenfii +
flj = cij . The subgraph consisting of only the currently admissible edges is called the
equality subgraph. Starting with an empty matching, the basic strategy employed by
the Hungarian algorithm is to repeatedly search for augmenting paths in the equality
subgraph. If an augmenting path is found, the current set of matches is augmented by
flipping the matched and unmatched edges along this path, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c).
Because there is one more unmatched than matched edge, this flipping increases the
cardinality of the matching by one, completing a single stage of the algorithm. If an
augmenting path is not found, the dual variables are adjusted to bring additional edges
into the equality subgraph by making them admissible, and the search continues.n
such stages of the algorithm are performed to determinen matches, at which point the
algorithm terminates.

If the size of the two partitions of the graph are not equal, a typical strategy is to
insert into the relevant partition, dummy nodes with zero-weight edges to all nodes in
the opposite partition [6]. As such, the Hungarian algorithm always returns a complete
matching, but this matching may include some zero-weight edges, representing “no
assignment”.

Each stage of the Hungarian algorithm takesO(n2) arithmetic operations (if imple-
mented with the appropriate data structures [4, 6]), and the computational complexity
of the entire algorithm involvingn stages is thusO(n3). The Hungarian algorithm is
provably complete and optimal [1, 6].
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Hungarian:

Input: A bipartite graph,fV; U; Eg (wherejV j = jU j = n) and ann £ n matrix of
edge costsC

Output: A complete matching,M

1. Perform initialization:

(a) Begin with an empty matching,M0 = ;.
(b) Assign feasible values to the dual variablesfii andflj as follows:

8vi 2 V; fii = 0 (1)

8ui 2 U; flj = min
i

(cij) (2)

2. Performn stagesof the algorithm, each given by the routineStage.
3. Output the matching after thenth stage:M = Mn.

Stage:

1. Designate each exposed (unmatched) node inV as the root of a Hungarian tree.
2. Grow the Hungarian trees rooted at the exposed nodes in the equality subgraph.

Designate the indicesi of nodesvi encountered in the Hungarian tree by the set
I⁄, and the indicesj of nodesuj encountered in the Hungarian tree by the set
J⁄. If an augmenting path is found, go to step (4). If not, and the Hungarian
trees cannot be grown further, proceed to step (3).

3. Modify the dual variablesfi andfl as follows to add new edges to the equality
subgraph. Then go to step (2) to continue the search for an augmenting path.

µ =
1

2
min

i2I⁄;j =2J⁄
(cij ¡ fii ¡ flj)

fii ˆ
‰

fii + µ i 2 I⁄

fii ¡ µ i =2 I⁄

flj ˆ
‰

flj ¡ µ j 2 J⁄

flj + µ j =2 J⁄

4. Augment the current matching by flipping matched and unmatched edges along
the selected augmenting path. That is,Mk (the new matching at stagek) is given
by (Mk¡1 ¡ P ) [ (P ¡ Mk¡1), whereMk¡1 is the matching from the previous
stage andP is the set of edges on the selected augmenting path.

Note: µ can be efficiently computed inO(n) rather thanO(n2) time by maintaining
“slack variables” during the search for an augmenting path in step (2). That is, during
the search, we maintain for each nodeuj , slack(uj) = mini2I⁄(cij ¡ fii). Then,
µ = 1

2 minj(slack(uj)). As implementation details are described in many references
[4, 6], we will not repeat them here. However, theO(n3) complexity of the Hungarian
algorithm is dependent on this implementation efficiency.

Figure 3: The Hungarian Algorithm
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2.3 Related Work

2.3.1 The incremental assignment problem.

Recently, Toroslu and̈Uçoluk [8] examined what they referred to as the incremen-
tal assignment problem and presented an elegant algorithm for its solution. In the
incremental assignment problem, given a weighted bipartite graph and its maximum
weighted matching, we wish to determine the maximum weighted matching of the
graph extended with a new pair of vertices, one on each partition, and weighted edges
connecting these new vertices to all the vertices on their opposite partitions. While this
problem addresses one type of change that may occur in some real-world scenarios, it
does not address the important class of changes in edge weights or costs which moti-
vates our current work and is required for a fully dynamic algorithm. Like the regular
assignment problem, the incremental assignment problem may be described in terms
of a minimization of costs rather than a maximization of weights. The incremental
assignment algorithm which Toroslu andÜçoluk presented to solve this problem in-
volves first determining feasible values for the two new dual variablesfin+1 andfln+1

(the other dual variables are still feasible from the solution of then £ n problem). It
then essentially performs a single stage of the Hungarian algorithm to find an augment-
ing path between the two new verticesvn+1 andun+1, adjusting dual variables to add
new admissible edges to the equality subgraph as needed. Flipping the matched and
unmatched edges along the discovered augmenting path increases the cardinality of the
matching by one, thus resulting in a complete matching. Note that the two new nodes
vn+1 andun+1 may not necessarily be matched to each other in the final matching. The
incremental assignment algorithm of Toroslu andÜçoluk is illustrated in Fig. 4. We
have reformulated the algorithm to present it as minimization rather than a maximiza-
tion algorithm and also to highlight its relationship to the basic Hungarian algorithm
as described in this paper. This reformulation does not however change the correctness
and complexity of the algorithm which results in a provably optimal solution. Because
the algorithm involves executing only one stage of the Hungarian algorithm after per-
forming anO(n) initialization step, the computational complexity of the incremental
assignment algorithm isO(n2).

2.3.2 The dynamic assignment problem.

Spivey and Powell [7] introduce the problem of dynamically assigning resources to
tasks, described as thedynamic assignment problem. An example application is a
transportation domain in which a driver can transport one load at a time – drivers call
in over time to a dispatcher asking to be assigned to loads, and customers call in over
time asking for loads to be moved by drivers. This is similar to Toroslu andÜçoluk’s
incremental assignment problem considered on a rolling horizon. However, the mod-
eling approach taken by Spivey and Powell is significantly different. They model three
classes of time-lagged information processes namely, (1) the arrival of drivers and loads
to the system, (2) information on whether a driver-to-load assignment is feasible and
(3) the contribution (weight) of the assignment. The processes are modeled as Markov
Decision Processes, capturing the behavior of knowing about the possible arrival of
a resource or task before the arrival actually occurs. Their solution strategy is an ap-
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Incremental Assignment:

Input:

† An assignment problem comprising a bipartite graph,fV; U; Eg (where
jV j = jU j = n + 1) and ann + 1 £ n + 1 matrix of edge costsC

† An optimal solution to then £ n sub-problem of the above assignment
problem, comprising a matchingM⁄ of the firstn nodes ofV to the firstn
nodes ofU , and the final values of the dual variablesfii andflj for i 2 1:::n
andj 2 i:::n

Output: An optimal matching,M , for then + 1 £ n + 1 problem.

1. Perform initialization:

(a) Begin with the given matching,M0 = M⁄.
(b) Assign feasible values to the dual variablesfin+1 andfln+1 as follows:

fln+1 = min( min
1•i•n

(ci(n+1) ¡ fii); c(n+1)(n+1)) (3)

fin+1 = min
1•j•n+1

(c(n+1)j ¡ flj) (4)

2. Perform one iteration ofStagefrom the basic Hungarian algorithm detailed in
Fig. 3.

3. Output the resulting matchingM .

Figure 4: The Incremental Assignment Algorithm

proximate dynamic programming strategy that requires iteratively solving sequences of
assignment problems. By considering the time dimension, their work focuses on deter-
mining a “non-myopic” solution that incorporates the expectation of future events. Our
focus in this work, however, is to efficiently determine the optimal solution at a given
point in time, given all currently information, including information about changed
costs.

3 The Assignment Problem with Changing Costs

In this paper, we are concerned with the assignment problem with changing costs, in
which we are given an optimal solution to ann £ n assignment problem and a row or
column of changed edge weights or costs. The goal is to efficiently find an optimal
solution to the new problem with changed costs. As individual costs in the changed
row or column may increase, decrease or stay the same, this is a general problem that
includes as special cases nodes being removed from the graph (all associated costs in-
creasing to infinity), or nodes being added to the graph (all associated costs decreasing
from infinity to a finite value). This problem generalizes the incremental assignment
problem addressed by Toroslu andÜçoluk [8] to address the problem of changed edge
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Dynamic Hungarian:

Input:

† An assignment problem comprising a bipartite graph,fV; U; Eg (where
jV j = jU j = n) and ann £ n matrix of edge costsC

† An optimal solution to the above assignment problem, comprising a com-
plete matchingM⁄, and the final values of all dual variablesfii andflj

† Either a rowci⁄ or columncj⁄ of changed edge costs.

Output: A new complete matching,M , representing an optimal solution to the prob-
lem with the changed edge costs.

1. Perform initialization:

† If a row i⁄ of the cost matrix changed:

(a) Remove the edge(vi⁄ ; mate(vi⁄)) from the matchingM⁄.
(b) Assignfii⁄ = minj(ci⁄j ¡ flj)

† Otherwise, if a columnj⁄ of the cost matrix changed:

(a) Remove the edge(mate(uj⁄); uj⁄) from the matchingM⁄.
(b) Assignflj⁄ = mini(cij⁄ ¡ fii)

2. Perform one iteration ofStagefrom the basic Hungarian algorithm detailed in
Fig. 3.

3. Output the resulting matchingM .

Figure 5: The Basic Version of the Dynamic Hungarian Algorithm

weights or costs. We propose a dynamic version of the Hungarian algorithm, outlined
in Fig. 5, to solve this problem.

In the initialization phase of the dynamic Hungarian algorithm, the affected node
is unmatched, decreasing the cardinality of the matching by one: if a rowi⁄ of the cost
matrix changed, the affected node isvi⁄ whereas if columnj⁄ changed, the affected
node isuj⁄ . A new feasible value is then computed for the corresponding dual variable
fii or flj respectively, according to the equations below:

fii⁄ = min
j

(ci⁄j ¡ flj) (5)

or : flj⁄ = min
i

(cij⁄ ¡ fii) (6)

Finally, a single stage of the Hungarian algorithm is executed to increase the car-
dinality of the matching by one, thus resulting again in a complete matching. Sec-
tion 5 proves that this new matching is optimal. Because only one stage of the basic
Hungarian algorithm is executed after anO(n) initialization phase, the computational
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complexity of the proposed algorithm isO(n2). This bound is proved in Sect. 5 and
the practical efficiency of the algorithm is illustrated with numerical results in Sect. 6.

The dynamic Hungarian algorithm can be easily extended to the case where more
than one row or column of the cost matrix changes. Ifk rows and columns change,
the k affected nodes are unmatched, and new feasible values are computed for thek
affected dual variables.k stages of the basic Hungarian algorithm are then executed,
resulting in a computational complexity ofO(kn2). Like in the original algorithm,
Hungarian trees are grown from all unmatched nodes simultaneously when searching
for an augmenting path in each stage. As such, no decisions need to be made about the
order in which to re-match the unmatched nodes.

Finally, if a single entrycij rather than an entire row or column in the cost matrix
changes, optimizations can be made such that nodes are only unmatched if necessary,
making the algorithm even more efficient. Although these optimizations do not change
the asymptotic complexity of the dynamic Hungarian algorithm, they do cause the
algorithm to run faster in real time due to constant time reductions. The optimized
version of the algorithm incorporating these features is shown in Fig. 6.

4 Example

Figure 7 illustrates an example of the dynamic Hungarian algorithm in action. We
start off with the optimal solution to the assignment problem shown in Figure 7(a). In
the graph on the left side of this figure, admissible edges are illustrated with dotted
lines while matched edges are shown with solid lines. In the cost matrix on the right,
the costs of matched edges are underlined. The optimal solution (with the least-cost
matching) shown in Figure 7(a) has a cost of 1+2+3+2+4+1=13.

Suppose now that the costs in the fourth column of the matrix change. The cor-
responding node,u4 is unmatched, as illustrated in Figure 7(b). Note that pending
the re-computation of the dual variablefl4 corresponding tou4, we are not sure which
edges connected tou4 are admissible and so no edges are shown connected tou4 in
the graph on the left side of this figure. Note, however, that all previously admissible
edges that do not involveu4 are still admissible. The value offl4 is then re-computed
according to equation 6, as shown in Figure 7(c). This results in a new admissible edge,
(v2; u4), shown in that figure.

We now enter the main loop of the algorithm. Given that there is only one un-
matched node, we perform one stage of the Hungarian algorithm. The search for an
augmenting path begins from the only unmatched node in theV partition, v2. The
search fails, requiring modifications of the vertex labels, as shown in Figure 7(d). The
search for an augmenting path then continues, yielding the path(v4; u5; v6; u2; v5; u4).
The current matching is then augmented along this path by flipping the matched and
unmatched edges, as shown in Figure 7(e). The final matching is shown in Figure 7(f).
It has an optimal cost of 1+2+3+2+2+2 = 12.
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Optimized Dynamic Hungarian:

Input:

† An assignment problem comprising a bipartite graph,fV; U; Eg (where
jV j = jU j = n) and ann £ n matrix of edge costsC

† An optimal solution to the above assignment problem, comprising a com-
plete matchingM⁄, and the final values of all dual variablesfii andflj

† k cost changes, each of which can be a rowci⁄ , a columncj⁄ , or a single
entryci⁄j⁄ of the cost matrix.

Output: A new complete matching,M , representing an optimal solution to the prob-
lem with the changed edge costs.

1. Perform initialization: For each of thek cost changes

† If a single valueci⁄j⁄ of the cost matrix changed fromcold to cnew:

(a) If cnew > cold and vi⁄ is matched touj⁄ , then remove the edge
(vi⁄ ; uj⁄) from the matchingM⁄.

(b) Otherwise, ifcnew < cold andfii⁄ + flj⁄ > cnew

– Assignfii⁄ = minj(ci⁄j ¡ flj)

– If vi⁄ is not matched touj⁄ , remove the edge(vi⁄ ; mate(vi⁄))
from the matchingM⁄.

[Note: We may stochastically decide to modifyflj⁄ rather thanfii⁄ in
this case. Ifflj⁄ is modified, then the edge(mate(uj⁄); uj⁄) should
be removed from the matching instead of(vi⁄ ; mate(vi⁄)).]

† Otherwise, if a rowi⁄ of the cost matrix changed:

(a) If vi⁄ is matched, remove the edge(vi⁄ ; mate(vi⁄)) from the matching
M⁄.

(b) Assignfii⁄ = minj(ci⁄j ¡ flj)

† Otherwise, if a columnj⁄ of the cost matrix changed:

(a) If uj⁄ is matched, remove the edge(mate(uj⁄); uj⁄) from the match-
ing M⁄.

(b) Assignflj⁄ = mini(cij⁄ ¡ fii)

2. Let k⁄ be the number of edges removed from the matching in the initialization
phase of the algorithm (notek⁄ • k). Performk⁄ iterations ofStagefrom the
basic Hungarian algorithm detailed in Fig 3.

3. Output the resulting matchingM .

Figure 6: The Optimized Version of the Dynamic Hungarian Algorithm
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Figure 7: Dynamic Hungarian Algorithm Example

5 Proofs

Let us assume that we are working with a bipartite graph given byG = fV; U; Eg. We
will describe an assignment to the dual variablesfii, flj 8i; j as avertex labelingof G
[1]. A feasible vertex labeling is one for whichfii + flj • cij8i; j. Given a feasible
vertex labelingl, Gl denotes the equality subgraph ofG: that is, the subgraph ofG
comprising all nodes and only the edges for whichfii + flj = cij .

Theorem 1. Let l be a feasible vertex labeling ofG. If Gl contains a perfect matching,
M⁄, thenM⁄ is an optimal matching ofG.

Proof This theorem corresponds to Theorem 5.5 of Bondy and Murty [1], in which
a feasible vertex labeling is defined directly in terms of the weights,fii + flj ‚ wij . In
this paper, a feasible vertex labeling is defined in terms of the costs,fii + flj • cij , and
the theorem still holds, as shown by the following.

Assume thatGl contains a perfect matching,M*. SinceGl contains all the vertices
from G, M⁄ is also a perfect matching forG. The cost of this matching is:

c(M⁄) =
X

(i;j)2M⁄
cij =

X

vi2V

fii +
X

uj2U

flj (7)
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The cost of any perfect matching,M , of G is:

c(M) =
X

(i;j)2M

cij ‚
X

vi2V

fii +
X

uj2U

flj (8)

because a feasible vertex labeling requires thatfii + flj • cij for all vi 2 V; uj 2 U . It
follows thatc(M⁄) • c(M), andM⁄ is, as such, an optimal matching.

Theorem 2. The dynamic Hungarian algorithm presented in Fig. 6 results in an opti-
mal assignment for the new problem with modified costs.

Proof Assume that the previous optimal matching isM⁄. When a cost change
occurs, the algorithm presented in Fig. 6 first computes a new feasible vertex labeling
of G by recomputingfii⁄ or flj⁄ as needed. There are three cases:

Case 1: An entire column in the cost matrix changes. Suppose that the vertex cor-
responding to the changed column isuj⁄ 2 U . Thus, the costcij⁄ may have increased,
decreased, or remained the same for eachvi 2 V . As such, the inequalities required for
feasibility,fii + flj⁄ • cij⁄ may no longer hold for this column with the current vertex
labels. For all other verticesuj 2 U , no costs change and so the old labels are still fea-
sible: fii + flj • cij . The algorithm adjustsflj⁄ by setting it equal tomini(cij⁄ ¡ fii).
This now guarantees thatfii + flj⁄ • cij⁄ , resulting in a feasible vertex labeling.

Case 2: An entire row in the cost matrix changes. Suppose that the vertex cor-
responding to the changed row isvi⁄ 2 V . Thus, the costci⁄j may have increased,
decreased, or remained the same for eachuj 2 U . As such, the inequalities required
for feasibility,fii⁄ + flj • ci⁄j may no longer hold for this row with the current vertex
labels. For all other verticesvi 2 V , no costs change and so the old labels are still fea-
sible: fii + flj • cij . The algorithm adjustsfii⁄ by setting it equal tominj(ci⁄j ¡ flj).
This now guarantees thatfii⁄ + flj • ci⁄j , resulting in a feasible vertex labeling.

Case 3: A single valueci⁄j⁄ in the cost matrix changes, corresponding to the ver-
tices vi⁄ 2 V and uj⁄ 2 U . The costci⁄j⁄ may have increased, decreased or re-
mained the same. Ifci⁄j⁄ decreased, the inequalityfii⁄ + flj⁄ • ci⁄j⁄ required for
feasibility may no longer hold for the current vertex labels, while all other inequalities
fii + flj • cij hold for all vi 2 V; i 6= i⁄ anduj 2 U; j 6= j⁄. The algorithm fixes
this problem by either settingfii⁄ to minj(ci⁄j ¡ flj) or settingflj⁄ to mini(cij⁄ ¡ fii),
resulting again in a feasible vertex labeling.

Each cost change results in at most one change in the value of a dual variable, as
described above, corresponding to a nodex; x 2 V [ U . Assume that the nodex was
matched to nodey (if x 2 V , theny 2 U , and if x 2 U , theny 2 V ), then the
algorithm removes the pair(x; y) from the matching. If there arek cost changes, there
are at mostk unmatched pairs. The algorithm then performs a stage of the Hungarian
algorithm for each unmatched pair, increasing the cardinality of the matching by one
each time, and maintaining feasible vertex labels for all nodes in the graph. At the
termination of the algorithm, we have a perfect matching within the equality subgraph
and as such, by Theorem 1, we have an optimal matching.

Theorem 3. The asymptotic complexity of the dynamic Hungarian algorithm presented
in Fig. 6 is O(kn2), wherek is the number of cost modifications (columns, rows, or
cells) since the last solution.
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Proof The initialization phase of the dynamic Hungarian algorithm recomputes the
values of at mostk dual variables. Each re-computation is anO(n) computation, re-
sulting in a complexity ofO(kn) for the initialization phase. The next phase executesk
stages of the Hungarian algorithm, and each stage of the Hungarian algorithm requires
O(n2) arithmetic operations [6]. As such, the asymptotic complexity of the dynamic
Hungarian algorithm isO(kn2).

6 Numerical Results

According to Theorem 3, the Dynamic Hungarian Algorithm has an asymptotic com-
plexity of O(kn2), compared to theO(n3) complexity of the basic Hungarian algo-
rithm. This suggests that when few rows or columns in the cost matrix change, it is
much more efficient to use this algorithm to repair the matching than it is to solve the
problem from scratch using the regular Hungarian algorithm. This is illustrated by the
numerical results below, which are provided to give the reader a sense for the “con-
stants” in the computational complexity for an example problem with random costs.
Figure 8 compares the amount of time in milliseconds required to compute a new
matching using the dynamic algorithm (“re-matching”) to the amount of time required
to solve the problem from scratch with the regular Hungarian algorithm (“matching”)
for various problem sizes. These experiments were run on a 2.13 GHz Pentium M
workstation. The values shown are averaged over 20 problems with random costs,
each cost ranging between 1 and 100. Re-matching times are plotted for a scenario in
which costs changed in only 1 column (k=1) and for a scenario in which costs changed
in ten columns (k=10) before re-matching. Figure 8(a) plots the results on a linear
scale, emphasizing the significant gains that are obtainable by using the dynamic algo-
rithm, particularly as the problem size increases. Figure 8(b) plots the same results on
a log-linear scale, enabling a distinction between the re-matching time for 1 changed
column versus 10 changed columns. Similar re-matching times are obtained when cost
changes occur in rows rather than columns, and the re-matching times are even lower
when single entries of the cost matrix change, rather than entire rows or columns.
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Figure 8: A comparison between time required for dynamic re-matching versus match-
ing from scratch, plotted (a) on a linear scale and (b) on a logarithmic scale
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7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the dynamic Hungarian algorithm for the assignment prob-
lem with changing costs. The goal of the algorithm is to efficiently repair an optimal
assignment when changes in the edge costs occur, as can happen in many real-world
scenarios. The algorithm results in a provably optimal solution and has a computa-
tional complexity ofO(kn2) wheren is the size of one partition of the bipartite graph,
andk is the number of changed rows or columns in the cost matrix. This complexity
compares favorably with theO(n3) operations that would be required for solving the
problem from scratch, and we presented simulation results illustrating the practical ef-
ficiency of the algorithm on various problem sizes. The dynamic Hungarian algorithm
is useful in any domain that requires the repeated solution of the assignment problem
when costs may change dynamically. In future work, we will apply this algorithm to
various transportation-related problems.
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